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Introduction 
Welcome to the MATLAB simulation of the Dynamixel Bioloid humanoid robot, a critical component 

of the robotics teaching laboratories at Monash University.  This simulation allows full control of the 

robot’s actuators without the hassle of cables, power supplies and other physical constraints.  It is an 

exact replica of the robot’s kinematic structure in a virtual environment.   

Upon first encounter of the model, it is initially incomplete – the forward and inverse kinematics are 

left out intentionally for students to complete.  Completion of these kinematic models forms part of 

the assessment of the robotics unit being undertaken.  Once complete, this model will accurately 

simulate the Bioloid robot’s kinematic movements. 

There are several physical aspects of the model that aren’t simulated (so far): 

• Self-collisions 

• Dynamics 

• Balance 

This model was tested on MATLAB 2017a.  Full functionality of this model cannot be guaranteed if an 

earlier version of MATLAB is used. 

This document is a continuing work in progress.  Therefore, it will be continually updated as more 

functions are added, or where improvements are needed based on feedback. 

Initialisation 
To initialise the model, the m-files pertaining the forward kinematics must be correct, according to 

TRC4800 Laboratory 1.  If they aren’t, your model will not load correctly.  To load the model using the 

built-in solutions, please refer to the Laboratory 1 Manual.  Otherwise, follow the steps below to 

initialise the MATLAB Bioloid virtual model. 

1. Ensure the p-file clsLaboratory.p is present in your current MATLAB directory. 

2. Run the following code to initialise the model. 

>> L = clsLaboratory 

Depending on your system, it can take 5 – 20 seconds to load this model.  Once loaded, your model 

should look like that shown in Figure 1. 

Note: To show the full 3D model, refer to the Show/Hide 3D Model section. 



 

Figure 1. Default view. 

Viewport 
The view can be changed in two ways, through 

1. Camera Toolbar (Figure 2) 

2. MATLAB code 

 

Figure 2. Camera toolbar. 
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Changing views 

Camera Toolbar (UI) 
To move the camera in a certain mode, click on one of the buttons on the toolbar to highlight it (blue).  

Then click and drag the viewport. 

Caution!  Do not use the other modes not identified in Figure 2, as they can cause abnormal viewing 

angles that are difficult to recover from. 

Command line 
Use the following command to set the view based on azimuth (az) and elevation (el) of the camera. 

>> L.Bioloid.CameraViewSet(az,el)  

Resetting the camera 
Use the following command to reset the view to when the figure was first loaded. 

>> L.Bioloid.CameraResetView 

Resetting the window 
Use the following command to reset the window and figure to the configuration when it was first 

loaded. 

>> L.Bioloid.WindowReset 

Display 
The robot comes with a few display options to make visualisation of the model easier to understand. 

Show/Hide Frame IDs 
To show the frame names, set the following property 

>> L.Bioloid.ShowFrameIDs = 0; 

>> L.Bioloid.ShowFrameIDs = 1; 

>> L.Bioloid.ShowFrameIDs = 2; 

>> L.Bioloid.ShowFrameIDs = 3; 

The options are 

0. Hide frame IDs 

1. Show frame IDs in {limb, actuator} format 

2. Show descriptive frame name 

3. Show actuator array ID 

 

Show/Hide 3D Model 
Hiding the model will allow you to see frame locations and their names in detail. 

To hide the model, type 

>> L.Bioloid.ShowModel = 0; 



To show the 3D model, type 

>> L.Bioloid.ShowModel = 1; 

Your model should look like Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Bioloid model with STLs loaded. 

Posing the Robot 
The user interface for posing the robot is shown in Figure 4.  This allows you to pose the robot using 

direct and inverse kinematics.  In addition, the interface will allow you to save poses for future 

reference. 

All features in the user interface can also be called in MATLAB code. 

Note that some features are greyed out permanently.  They may be unlocked at later Laboratory 

sessions. 

Caution!  If you accidently close this window, you will have to re-initialise the Bioloid model. 



 

Figure 4. User interface for posing the Bioloid. 

 

Direct Kinematics 
Click the “DK” radio button to activate direct kinematic control.  In this mode, we control the actuator 

positions. 

 

Figure 5. User interface in Direct Kinematics mode. 

User interface 
Drag the vertical scroll bars to set the desired angle for the selected actuator.  Alternatively, you can 

enter the angle (in degrees), pressing [Enter] to update this value. 



Command line 
Use the following command to set the angles of the actuators. 

>> L.Bioloid.ServoSet(idx,pos,sav) 

%SERVOSET Set joint angles based on arm and actuator indices 
%via forward kinematics (FK) 
% Input 
%   idx     [nx2] matrix representing an n-list of actuators to 
%           change angles 
%       OR 
%           [1x1] scalar, limb ID 
%   pos     [1xn] vector of angles to set each actuator in 
%           radians 
%   sav     (Optional) [1x1] scalar, if non-zero, save to pose 
%           list 
% Example 
%   ServoSet([1 1; 2 3], [pi/2 pi], 1) 
%       Sets Limb 1 Actuator 1 and Limb 2 Actuator 3 to pi/2 
%       and pi radians respectively. Also save this new pose to 
%       the list. 

 

Inverse Kinematics 
Click the “IK” radio buttons to activate inverse kinematic control, which sets the end effector position 

for a chosen limb. 

 

User interface 
First select the end effector you want to position, then drag the horizontal scroll bars in the “Position” 

pane to set the desired position in world co-ordinates {0} of the end effector.  If you would like to 

change the position in end-effector co-ordinates, ensure the “Relative” tick box is checked.  In either 

case, you can also enter the desired positions in the text boxes. 

Command line 
Use the following command to set the angles of the actuators. 

>> [t, ef] = L.Bioloid.EESet(pos,limb,t0) 

%EESet Set end-effector position for a particular limb via 
%inverse kinematics (IK) 
% Input 



%   pos     [1x3] vector representing position in [0] frame 
%       OR 
%           [4x4] transformation matrix in the [0] frame 
%   limb    [1x1] scalar representing limb ID 
%   t0      (Optional) [1xn] vector, n-joint angles for limb; 
%           if there are multiple IK solutions, then solutions 
%           are sorted with the first row closest to t0. 
% Output (optional - see NOTE) 
%   t       [mxn] matrix, returns m solutions of IK in the 
%           joint space; n-joint angles for limb. t is empty if 
%           no solutions exist. Warnings about solutions are 
%           given. 
%       NOTE 
%           If t output variable is not set, the pose will be 
%           displayed on the robot and saved on the list (if 
%           "Save All Poses" is enabled). 
%   ef      [mx1] vector, exit flag indicating IK result: 
%           ef =  1:    Solution found 
%           ef =  0:    No solution (exceeded workspace or 
%                       complex solutions) 
%           ef = -1,-2,-3: Exceeded joint limits for 1,2,3 
%           ef = -10:   Solution invalid due to EE not being in 
%                       the correct place 
%       NOTE 
%           If ef output is not set, then warnings about  
%           solutions are given. Otherwise, all warnings are 
%           suppressed. 

If no output variables are given, then if a valid solution exists, the pose will be displayed in the model. 

If t0 input is given, then answers will be ranked according to validity, then closeness to t0.   

All solutions will be returned if the output variable t is set. However, warnings will be given with any 

problems with solutions.  If output variable ef is set, this will return validity of the solutions in this 

vector, and all warnings will be suppressed.  Solutions in which joint limits are exceeded are still 

considered valid. 

Saving Poses 

User interface 
Click the “Save Pose” button to save the current pose. 

Command line 
Use the following command to save the current pose. 

>> L.Bioloid.ServoSet 

When setting a pose using the L.Bioloid.ServoSet(idx,pos,sav) function, ensure the third 

input (sav) is non-zero to save that pose. 

“Save All Poses” checkbox 
When this option is ticked, any new pose set by either direct or inverse kinematics will be saved.  While 

this is useful when tracking trajectories, it can result in Pose spam, where too many unnecessary poses 

are saved in the listbox. 



Obtaining Poses (in {W}) 

Limb Frame Transformation Matrix 

Any frame (current pose) 
To obtain the transformation matrix of any frame attached to the limbs for the current pose, relative 

to the world frame {W}, use the following command 

>> L.Bioloid.T_W_(idx,fme) 

%T_W_ Get the transformation matrix of frame [Limb, Frame] 
%relative to world frame [W] 
% Input 
%   idx     [1x1] scalar representing limb ID 
%       OR 
%           [1x2] vector [L, F] representing the (L)imb and 
%           (F)rame respectively. F = 0 is the base frame of 
%           (L)imb 
%   fme     (Optional) [1x1] scalar, frame along Limb idx. If 
%           omitted when idx is [1x1] scalar, then end effector 
%           frame is assumed. 
% Output 
%   T       [4x4] transformation matrix  
% Example 
%   T = T_W_([1 2]) 
%       T is the transformation matrix of Frame 2 of Limb 1, 
%       relative to world co-ordinate [W] 

 

The input idx is the limb ID, where 

1. Left arm 

2. Right arm 

3. Left leg 

4. Right leg 

The input fme is the frame along that limb.  If fme = 0, then this returns the base frame of the limb.  

If you give a scalar input to idx and omit the fme input, then the output is the transformation matrix 

of the end effector for limb idx. 

 

End-effector frame (current pose) 
To obtain the end effector transformation matrix for the current pose, relative to world frame {W} of 

any given limb, use the following command 

>> T = L.Bioloid.EEGet(limb) 

%EEGet Get end-effector position for a particular limb 
% Input 
%   limb    [1x1] scalar representing limb ID 
% Output 
%   T       [4x4] transformation matrix that represents the end 
%           effector transform relative to world frame {W} for 
%           the given limb 

This is equivalent to using L.Bioloid.T_W_(idx) with the frame input omitted. 



 

Any frame via function handle (any pose) 
You can also obtain the transformation matrix of any frame attached to the limbs for any pose, relative 

to the world frame {W}, as a function handle.  This will allow you to substitute any joint angle into the 

forward kinematics equations to generate the transformation matrix you want.  Use the following 

command 

>> f = L.Bioloid.fT_W_(limb, frame) 

%FT_W_ Get end-effector T-matrix function handle for a 
% particular limb and frame so you can plug in your own angles 
% Input 
%   limb    [1x1] scalar representing limb ID 
%   frame   [1x1] (optional) scalar representing frame along 
%           limb. If omitted, EE frame is assumed 
% Output 
%   f       [1x1] function handle for the transformation matrix 
%           given. Give it a vector representing the joint 
%           angles for the limb to get the T-matrix. 
% Example 
%   f = fT_W_(1)      % Get function handle for EE T-matrix for 
%                     % limb 1 
%   T = f([0 0 0])    % T-matrix of limb 1 EE at home position 

Using this function will return a function handle f.  The inputs to this function handle are the joint 

angles for the limb you specified.  Therefore, plugging the joint angles of the limb, th, into the function 

handle f, i.e. T = f(th), will return the transformation matrix limb’s frame you specified.  If frame 

is omitted, then T represents the end-effector frame. 

Visualising Trajectories 

Linear Trajectories 
To visualise the linear movement in the joint space, use the following command: 

>> [th, t] = L.Bioloid.ServoMove(idx, t1, t_int) 

%SERVOMOVE Generate animation for linear trajectories 
% Input 
%   idx     [nx2] matrix representing an n-list of actuators to 
%           change angles 
%       OR 
%           [1x1] scalar, limb ID 
%   t1      [mxn] matrix; m-joint space points to visit 
%   t_int   [1xm] vector; cumulative time stamp for each visit 
%           If t=0 given, then first row in t1 represents the 
%           base pose. Otherwise, current pose is assumed as 
%           the base pose. 
% Output 
%   th      [kxn] matrix: all joint space points at a time step 
%           defined by B.TimeStep 
%   t       [kx1] vector time stamp for each point 

The output of this function can be very long, so don’t forget the semi-colon if an output is unwanted. 

Cubic Spline Trajectories 
To visualise the cubic spline trajectories in the joint space, use the following command: 



>> [th, t] = L.Bioloid.ServoMoveCS(idx, t1, t_int, plt) 

%SERVOMOVECS Generate animation for cubic spline trajectories 
% Input 
%   idx     [nx2] matrix representing an n-list of actuators to 
%           change angles 
%       OR 
%           [1x1] scalar, limb ID 
%   t1      [mxn] matrix; m-joint space points to visit 
%   t_int   [1xm] vector; cumulative time stamp for each visit 
%           If t=0 given, then first row in t1 represents the 
%           base pose. Otherwise, current pose is assumed as 
%           the base pose. 
%   plt     (Optional) [1x1] scalar, set to 1 if joint space 
%           plot required 
% Output 
%   th      [kxn] matrix: all joint space points at a time step 
%           defined by B.TimeStep 
%   t       [kx1] vector time stamp for each point 

The output of this function can be very long, so don’t forget the semi-colon if an output is unwanted. 

 


